
 
 

Sad-istic image in a womb 

 

 

 

her name aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

                        sur  face 

 

inhabited by boundless communities 

 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

plat   form of letters 

 

 

her name  Justine.  

Just a portrait. 

 

 

She has crossed my way   bodiless 

slowly treading on grief  at no place. 

 

we are running out of hate, good people. Let’s stand in line for hate,  

hating the one ahead of us, hating and killing him peacefully   

grievously    with no words. 

Good people, let’s treat Justine for her illness,     unsilentness 

 

I look at the light gliding on her naked back, 

at the beamful    un-veil-ed R-eve-A 

 

led leg with no flesh     treading on grief   slowly   

turning the wheel in the cave with her weakness, reddening my whip with frozen blood 

 

while I flog her hard,    while I flog her hard 

 

with no mercy.  Let’s cure Justine of her illness.  

Anyone may earn the right   at RON 39.90 rates only. 

 

her silence is birthed softly, whispering inside us 

growing over that doomed place, over the castle on the top of the mountain,  

when I crash her bruised body  once suiting  

 

the snow so well    in the stoned beast’s cold years 

white flakes wreathe a chaste forehead and all splendor lies in the rent translucent womb, 

where I catch glimpse of a little   bright vagina      

frantically pulsing 



 

with no shame. 

by Justine’s agony    he lives a moment of pleasure 

 

in that cold stoned year,   pointless... 

 

 

A picture in typographic view. Representing theoretical power. Outside representation. 

This narrative becomes    a vast syntagmatics with plural syntaxes,  

a whole consisting of  

traversals, itineraries, trajectories.  

A map to come. 

Onto you, those before me and those to come, I bestow this place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A map to come 

 

Now: at its center there was a lack, a missing text. (Finding the text is the ideal of iconography.) 

 

Behind a veil, Medusa. Gazing. A stone/D ance 
 

sl 
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How can you not understand these parts/Assemblaged by your daughter’s/Words as she runs in the dark 

(The superimposition of graphemes over the lines of a map give it orientations of reading and 

trajectory that the map would not have in its own expressive substance.) 
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My father loves our silence,/This thought shattered in voices. Listen./I’m the sun of his son, the son of the 

sun.  
It isn’t so much a question of narrative, of content, but rather of  

       suspense, void, scansion 

       gap, syncope, pulse… 

 

Annihilate (yourselves) on this page.  The world murdered individually! This very day let’s die again.  

And then: just the steps we take over the father. 
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